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6. Recent Developments in the Relations
between State and Party Norms
in the People's Republic of China
Harro von Senger

Time and again the state and the Party are mentioned in the same breath in
the contemporary literature of the People's Republic of China (P.R.C.), and
as a rule the Party is placed first, in such phrases as "Party and state" (thing
he guojia
.T.j ),' "the Party and the government of China" (Zhongguo
dang zheng 44(.7j1A0c), 2 "the CCPCC and the State Council" (Zhong gong
zhongyang, guowuyuan iti#4i51MR), 3 "the Party Centre and the
State Council" (clang zhongyang guowuyuan *14.* ,7jfAR), 4 "the Party
committees and governments at all levels" (ge ji dangwei he zhengfu 45-621Z
lzrikAFFf) 5 and so forth.
"Resolutely support the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party and
the Government of the People's Republic of China .. ." Thus begins the first
of the four articles of the "Soldiers' OatV 6 issued by the General Staff and
the General Political Department of the Chinese People's Liberation Army to
1 "Dang he guojia lingdao zhidu de yi xiang zhongyao gaige" Illtf41111*X0110.11kW3-MWE
("An important reform of the leadership system of the Party and state"),
Renmin ribao At
, 28 October 1980.

2
Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo guowuyuan gongbao 43 tAKitRIKINHOM(a,fti
(Bulletin of the State Council of the People's Republic of China), No. 5, 1980 (23 June

1980), p. 143.
3 "Zhong gong zhongyang, guowuyuan fachu guanyu jinyibu zuohao jihua shengyu
gongzuo de zhishi"4 1-114 )1% itidt-Nt ff Ervte-31N4--:("The Central Committee of the CCP and the State Council put forward directions regarding the
further development of work on family planning"), Renmin ribao, 14 March 1982.
4 "Dang zhongyang guowuyuan fachu tongzhi yaoqiu jiji fazhan duozhong jingying"
-

X4-0a11/4R,§it *Mk* ("The Party Centre and the State Council
issue a circular calling for the active development of a diversified economy"), Renmin
ribao, 6 April 1981.
s
Referred to in: "Quanznian shixing he jianjue guanche tiaozheng fangzhen"
l'1f41Mtklitifet019ht ("Carry out in all respects and resolutely implement the general
policy on readjustment"), Renmin ribao, 2 December 1980.
6

"Jiefangjun ge budui juxing `junren shici' xuanshi he jiaoyu huodong" %WWII Nig;
OK :61) I?. ft! Ct 14 tA fit ("All units of the PLA carry out activities relating
to the taking and teaching of the 'soldiers' oath' "), Gongren ribao IA11 St/ , 7 April
1981.
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all units. What are the relations between the two wielders of power, Party and
state? This essay attempts to provide an answer to this question from the
point of view of the different roles played by the state and the Party in the
normative realm. It does not pretend to deal fully with all problems, but seeks
rather to single out some key issues for discussion.

I. THE STATE AND ITS NORMS

As far as the emphasis on the concept of the unitary state is concerned, the
theory of the state universally held in the P.R.C. can be traced back as far as
the Legalists of the Warring States period (fifth to third century B.C.), in
accordance with whose teachings Qin Shihuang established the first unitary
state (221-206 B.C.) on Chinese soil. In addition to the heritage of China's
own past, the Chinese theory of the state is also fundamentally shaped by the
theses outlined by Lenin in his State and Revolution. During the past three
decades, the state has been defined primarily as
an instrument of class rule, an organization for exercising violence consisting in
the main of an army, a police force, courts and prisons to carry out the dictatorship of the dominant class over the dominated classes. 7

Thus Article 1 of the Constitution of the P.R.C. of 5 March 1978 stated
that the P.R.C. is a "socialist state of the dictatorship of the proletariat," 8 a
formulation which was replaced in Article 1 of the Constitution of the P.R.C.
of 4 December 1982 by "socialist state under the people's democratic dictatorship." This is, in accordance with the Preamble of the Constitution of 4
December 1982, "in essence the dictatorship of the proletariat." At the Second
session of the Fifth National People's Congress (18 June-1 July 1979) 9 and in
the Preamble, paragraph 8, of the Constitution of the P.R.C. of 4 December
1982, it was officially proclaimed that the "exploiting classes" as such had
already been eliminated on the Chinese mainland. To be sure, the idea of
continuing "class struggle" in China and abroad has, as the Preamble of the
Constitution of 4 December 1982 shows, been retained, but it is no longer
expressed in the same lurid terms as during the Cultural Revolution. There
is a clear trend toward speaking only of "dictatorship" over isolated,
7 Xiandai Hanyu cidian %ft 4361'010k (Beijing: Shangwu yinshuaguan 4101Jil1fi ,
1979), p. 418; compare further Falii zhishi wenda itatilikrgIN (Questions and answers
regarding basic legal knowledge) (Beijing: Beijing chubanshe AtJ;k al& 1979), p. 49.
8 Th1s term was taken over from Article 1 of the Constitution of the P.R.C. of 17
January 1975.
9 Hua Guofeng *Ø, "Report on the Work of the Government," Beijing Review,
No. 27, 1979, pp. 9-11.
,
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numerically insignificant "counter-revolutionaries," "degenerates in Party and
government organizations" who "cause tremendous damage to economic
construction and upset social stability" and other "hostile anti-socialist
elements," rather than of "dictatorship over classes." 10 The term "socialist
state of the people's democratic dictatorship" in Article 1 of the Constitution
of the P.R.C. of 4 December 1982 is interpreted in accordance with an
observation made by Mao Zedong in 1949 11 as a combination of "democracy
for the people" and "dictatorship over the reactionaries," 12 and is equated
with the term "people's democratic state,' an expression already embodied
in Article 1 of the Constitution of the P.R.C. of 20 September 1954. At the
same time, there is a growing interest in a closer examination of the implications of the "form of state" (guojia xingshi *IRA) established in China in
1949, the "people's republic." During the Cultural Revolution the discussion
had in contrast been almost exclusively about the "nature of the state"
(guoiia benzhi **N) that is, about its function as an "instrument of class
dictatorship." 14
In the P.R.C., the norms promulgated by the state organs are collectively
known as "fa" or "falii" itM . The term "fa" is defined as follows in the
largest existing encyclopaedic dictionary of the P.R.C.:
Legal term. 1. Overall designation for the behavioural norms promulgated or
approved by the state embodying the will of the ruling class, the observance of
which guarantees the state's coercive power. Into the sphere of "fa" fall all falii
(laws), fang 4 (decrees), tiaoli OM (rules), guize WW1 (regulations), fueding
Ont (resolutions), mingling 01 4-• (orders), panli (precedents), guanli JIM
(practices), etc. One of the instruments of class dictatorship. . . .
2. Identical to "falii." 15

Probably the most concise definition for the term "fahr is as follows:
Yaobang Man , Beijing Review, No. 37, 13 September 1982, p. 28.
"On the People's Democratic Dictatorship," Selected Works, Vol. 4 (Peking,
1969),p. 418.
1 2 Guo Yu.zhao 9IIjI, "Renminminzhu zhuanzheng shi wo guo de guoti" AMIX it
aikkIalf1031111119 ("The People's Democratic Dictatorship is our country's state
system"), Renmin ribao, 23 December 1982, p. 5.
"Xiugai xianfa shi yi" sialm-t-a ("Ten points about the
1 3 Xu Chongde
revision of the Constitution"), Minzhu yu fazhi KlAttlig , No. 3, 20 March 1981,
10 Hu
11

a**,

p. 8.
14 Yan Jiaqi 111*A , "Shehuizhuyi guojia ye yao jiejue hao zhengti wenti—tan tan
Makesi guanyu `shehui gongheguo' de sixiang"
I ft 1iE It *UM AT Me nal
0,kx, Al,
* RIM' Ai.gi ("A socialist country must also solve well the problem
of the political system—on Marxist thinking regarding a 'socialist republic'
Guangming ribao *WI El*, 8 December 1980.
I Cihai NO (Shanghai: Shanghai cishu chubanshe_ENIPPIIIIMIii, 1979), Vol. 11,
p. 2071.
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Guize (regulations, norms) enacted and promulgated by the state to protect the
interests of the ruling class. 16

In the P.R.C., the terms fa and falii hence fall within the meaning of positive
statute law, and can be translated only with reservations by the far more
comprehensive German and French words Recht or droit.

II. THE PARTY AND ITS NORMS

What are the relations between the state, which formally enacts statute law,
and the CCP? The Constitution of the P.R.C. of 5 March 1978 states in
Article 2 Section 1:
The Communist Party of China is the leading core of the whole Chinese people.
The working class leads the state through its vanguard, the Communist Party of
China.

Article 56 of the Constitution further stipulates:
Citizens must support the leadership of the Communist Party of China.

At the suggestion (fianyi 4 A
- ) of the CCPCC, the Fifth NPC at its Third
session on 10 September 1980 set up a committee to draft a complete
revision of the Constitution of the P.R.C. of 5 March 1978.' 7 The revised
draft of the Constitution of 21 April 1982 produced by this committee was
further completed and amended in some 100 places following discussion
throughout the country," and it was approved on 4 December 1982 by the
Fifth National People's Congress. Thereupon it entered into force as the
fourth Constitution of the P.R.C. It dispenses with the two above-mentioned
articles of the Constitution of 5 March 1978. But this change appears to be
largely formal. In practice the leading role of the Chinese Communist Party
Xin Hua cidian tfir"

(31st edition, Beijing, Apnl 1980), p. 111.
Gongchandang Zhongyguig weiyuanhui guanyu xiugai xianfa he chengli
xianfa xiugai weiyuanhui de jianyi"14411441/443IPI*1111Y3Vd*FalftitkA*FAIK§d
31iOrtr3ttil4 ("Proposal of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party
regarding the revision of the Constitution and the arrangements for a Committee on the
Revision of the Constitution"), 30 August 1980; also, "Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo
di-wu jie quanguo renmin daibiao dahui di-san ci huiyi guanyu xiugai xianfa he chengli
xianfa xiugai weiyuanhui de jueyi" 4 -1 *Arieltfi1laiNIK44 - 1E1Akftti)Alr451.7=atiValt
11036dtFltftlatitOekticitf iliktIMUNI ("Decision of the Third Session of the Fifth
National People's Congress regarding the revision of the Constitution and the arrangements for a Committee on the Revision of the Constitution"), 10 September 1980, in
Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo guowuyuan gongbao 4'A No. 12,
1980 (18 November 1980), pp. 375-77.
18
See Peng Zhen's ICOR report in Beijing Review, No. 51, 1982, p. 10.
16

17 "Zhongguo
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remains intact. Thus the Preamble of the Constitution of 4 December 1982
declares: "Under the leadership of the Communist Party of China and the
guidance of Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought, the Chinese people
of all nationalities will continue to adhere to the people's democratic dictatorship and follow the socialist road, steadily improve socialist institutions. . . ." 19
"The force at the core leading China's cause of socialism" is the CCP, emphasise the Party Statutes passed on 6 September 1982 by the Twelfth
Congress of the CCP (1-11 September 1982) in the opening paragraph of the
"General Programme."" The Constitution of the P.R.C. for its part lays
down in Article 1 of its first chapter, "General Principles," that "The People's
Republic of China is led by the working class. ." But the "Vanguard of the
Chinese working class" is the CCP, and Hu Yaobang, General Secretary of the
Central Committee of the CCP, confirmed in his report of 1 September 1982
at the Twelfth Party Congress of the CCP: "Our party is now the leading core
of nationwide political power.""
According to the texts, the National Party Congress and the Central
Committee (CC) appointed by it are the highest executive bodies of the CCP.
But real power lies with those groups which during the period between the
meetings of the Central Committee exercise its powers: the Politburo of the
CC and its Standing Committee, as well as the General Secretariat of the CC,
which was re-introduced by the Fifth Plenary Session of the Eleventh CCPCC
(23-29 February 1980).
The Party statutes of 6 September 1982 stipulate in Article 10 Section 2:
The Party is. . . organized according to the principles of democratic centralism
. . . each Party member must obey the Party organization, the minority obeys the
majority, the lower levels of organization obey the higher levels and all levels of
organization as well as all Party members must obey the National Party Congress
and the Central Committee of the Party. . . .

According to the concluding paragraph of the "General Programme" of the
Party Statutes,
The Party members are in a minority of the whole population, and they must
work in close co-operation with the masses of the non-Party people. . . . 22

The relationship with "cadres who are not Party members" is laid down in
detail in Article 36 of the Party Statutes of September 1982. As early as
spring 1981 the Chinese press reported that loyal non-Party members
(dangwai renshilit ) were also being appointed to prominent offices at
19 Beijing
20

Review, No. 52, 1982, p. 11.
Be1ling Review, No 38, 1982, p. 8.
2I
Hu Yaobang, in Beging Review, No. 37, 1982, p. 14.
22
Be*.ng Review, No. 38, 1982, p. 10.
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the regional governmental leve1. 23 But by far the largest number of cadres
working in the governmental bodies at all levels are members of the CCP, 24
and they form Party branches (clang zhibu ;416;f113 ) in their spheres of
operation, controlled by a Party committee (dangwei ).The Party Centre in Beijing is obviously not in a position to assess or direct
in detail the daily and hourly work performed by the innumerable Party
branches and Party members working under its control in the agencies of the
state. And yet the aim is for all Party officials to act in unity. For this purpose
the Party Centre employs certain guidelines based on "Marxism-Leninism
and Mao Zedong Thought" which unite all Party members, and which I wish
to call collectively "Party norms."
Three types of Party norms must be differentiated, which are usually listed
in a fixed order in contemporary Chinese literature, such as for example, the
last paragraph of the General Principles of the Party Statutes of 6 September
1982:

1. zhengzhi h4xian LAM , often simply "luxian";
2. fan,gzhen ;
3. zhengceav
Deviations from this terminology, which is not definitive in every respect in
the P.R.C., are sometimes discerned, but these cannot be further discussed in
this context.
During the period 1949-78 the largest encyclopaedic dictionary in the
P.R.C. defined the term "zhengzhi luxian" (political line) inter alia as follows:
Expression of the political task formulated by the party of the proletariat [=CCP]
for the purpose of achieving its political objectives during a specific historical
period. . . . The 'Yangzhen" and "zhen,gce" which are in effect for specific work
are laid down in accordance with the political line. 25

The same dictionary explains the term "fangzhen":
2 3 "Chongfen fahui dangwai renshi zai si hua jianshe zhong de zuoyong" It 53- RI* /A
M-A±lEinfititZt43IYO1 ("Develop in full measure the role of non-Party people in
building the four modernizations"), Tianjin ribao l , 1 April 1981.
24.-.0ng Zhengting *IVO , "haqiang he gaishan clang de lingdao shi wenbu jinxing si
hua jianshe de baozheng" iluglfild#42110'31114tte ViVinitattarrOkit ("To strengthen and improve Party leadership is the guarantee of steadily carrying forward the four
modernizations"), Gongren ribao (Beijing), 23 February 1981; "Qingli lzuol de sixiang,
jiashen dui san zhong quanhui luxian de lijie" /ARM Er1 1 1'.*Plate-iill
OW ("Eliminate 'leftist' thinking, and deepen understanding of the line of the Third
Plenum"), Renmin ribao, 8 April 1981.
2 5 CthalIi4 Zhengzhi falii BO* tk IP- (Shanghai: Zhonghua shuju 43*111% , 1961),
p. 23. In the main the same as Mai, Zhengzhi falii fence i3cilkI1ati1ili1 (Shanghai:
Shanghai cishu chubanshe, 1978), p. 48.
,
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Direction-indicator which shows the course for a task or venture. 26

Zhengce refers among other things to
measures and procedures laid down by a political party for the realization of its
political objectives, which serve as the basis of and guidelines for action. 2 7

The common English translations of the words [zhengzhi] luxian: "[political] line," fangzhen: "orientation," also "general policy," and zhengce:
"policy," like the original Chinese meanings, point to the increasingly more
specific contents of the three types of Party norms, and hence to the increasingly narrower spheres which they govern. This aspect is emphasized by
Marianne Bastid in her essay "Levels of Economic Decision-Making." 28
Neither the Chinese nor the cited English terms give an indication of the
underlying philosophy of the three Party norms:
Dialectical materialism and historical materialism are. . . the theoretical basis on
which our Party established its luxian, fangzhen, zhengce . 2 9

None of the three types of Party norms shows the traces of its dialectical
origins more distinctly than the fangzhen, of which Mao Zedong wrote in his
essay "On Contradiction":
The study of the various states of unevenness in the development of contradictions, the study of the principal contradiction and the secondary contradictions,
as well as the principal and secondary aspects of the contradictions, is an essential
method by which a revolutionary party correctly determines its strategic and
tactical fangzhen in the political and military realm. 30

In order to express the particularly marked dialectical nature of fangzhen,
the term "duality norm" [Polaritiitsnorm] has been chosen for it in this
essay, to complement the conventional English translation cited above. The
latter retains its validity with regard to the intended effect of fangzhen as a
general guiding aid for Party cadres. In the European Marxist-Leninist vocabulary "polarity" describes the relationship of pairs of dialectical opposites to
one another. It is said of the two poles of a dialectical contradiction that they
arg opposites, and that the existence of one presupposes and necessitates that
2 6 aha • 9

Zhengzhi falii fence, p. 46.
Cihai, Zhengzhi fah', pp. 22-23.
28 1n Authority, Participation and Cultural Change in China, Essays by a European
Study Group, edited and with an Introduction by Stuart R. Schram (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1973), p. 160. Also compare Franz Schurmann, Ideology and
Organization in Communist China (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1968).
2

29 Chen Jinyu , "Zhongshi he gaohao Makesizhuyi zhexue de xuexi" *INA]
fititf,k43te IStiklig(f3filt ("Emphasize and carry out well the study of Marxist philosophy"), Jiefagr1baot Hftl,21 May 1981.
3° Selected Works, Vol. 1, p. 337.
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of the other. However, from the point of view of the dialectic as practised in
the P.R.C., there are in addition to contradictions with two also contradictions
with more than two poles, and the expressions "bipolar" (liangfiffilik) and
"multipolar" (duoji 17tt) are entering foreign policy analyses. Thus the
Party organ People's Daily writes:
The "bipolar" world is on the point of changing into a "multipolar" world. 31

The following eight basic elements of the so-called "Eight Point Charter"
for increasing agricultural output devised during the Great Leap are, for
example, explicitly designated as constituting a "multipolar contradiction"
(duoji maodun **Tr& ): shui (irrigation); fei nE (fertilizing); tu (soil
improvement); zhong ft (seed selection); mi
(close-planting); bao
(plant protection); gong I (improvement of agricultural tools) and guan
(agricultural management).' Whether Western Europeans find the idea of
bipolar and multipolar contradictions convincing is neither here nor there.
The only thing that matters in this context is the fact that the method of
analyzing contradictions is regarded as "the basic method of Marxism, the
most fundamental method of understanding things' in the P.R.C. and is
indeed put into practice by the Party Centre when promulgating fangzhen.
The fangzhen prescribe the course for a work or undertaking by regulating
the basic aspects of this work or undertaking which are understood to be in a
mutually dialectical relationship. Depending on the type of regulation, two
types of "duality norms" can be distinguished: those which prescribe
"struggle," and those which prescribe the "identity" of the opposite aspects
of contradictions.
Some examples of duality norms of the first kind follow. One duality
norm for political-ideological education in schools enjoins (or enjoined):
"Advance the proletarian, eliminate the bourgeois! 34 "Both red and expert!"
"

3 1 Pei Monong On. , "Liie lun fandui Sulian baquanzhuyi de zhanliie guanxi"MA
14.410filltaff34 10611114 ("A brief discussion of strategic relations concerning the
struggle against Soviet hegemonism"),Remnin ribao, 8 July 1981, p. 7.
3 2 Liu Wawa MIR* , "Maodun jiegou de duoyangxing" taMIMY3**it ("The
manifold nature of the structure of contradictions"), Shehui kexue zhan xian it* f4. 1P
Pa*, No. 2, 1979, p. 93; compare also, "Tongyixing de shizhi ii qi juti xingtai"
Itit&MCM FOR ("Maintaining unity, and its concrete form"), Gumming ribao YL 1l1
H*, 21 April 1981.
3 3 Sun Shuping
Lishi weiwuzhuyi he bianzheng welwuzhuyi lisePft*Ittfil
MVPS* Illt (Historical and dialectical materialism) (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin chitbanshe.ENAK ttiltktt, 1980), P. M.
34 "Jiaqiang dui qingshao alan jiaoyu, peiyang you hong you zhuan rencai" bu94,11 11
,P*Ptilt JO* 34 II 5Z.* Al' ("Strengthen the teaching of young people about becoming
persons who are both red and expert"), Nanfang rlbaogit H W, 25 May 1979; Chen
Zhihai ML, " 'Xing wu mie zi' de tifa wu ke feiyi" 'Pi fittittr Wititth* hi' a ("The
,
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is likewise in force for the Chinese education system, as well as in other
domains.
Liao Jianming interprets these fangzhen on the philosophy page of the
Guangming ribao of 26 June 1980: "Party Centre wants to regulate the two
contradictions between 'red' and 'not red,' as well as between 'expert' and
'not expert.' " 35
The duality norm "Let a hundred flowers bloom!", oriented toward the
development of socialist culture and art, governs the contradiction between
"let bloom" (fang ) and "rein in" (thou JI ) as Mao shows in his analysis
of the dialectical nature of these fangzhen. 36 In contrast to the duality norm
usually also quoted in this connection, "Let a hundred schools contend!", the
course "Let a hundred schools keep silent!" was adopted during the Cultural
Revolution, according to the current view. 37
The general guiding duality norm for political work is: "Let [ideologically
incorrect thoughts first] flow and [then] channel [them] !" 38 It negates the
tendency to block crudely (duse ) and to suppress (yazhi IVTAJ) unpopular currents of thought instead of thoroughly discussing and refuting them.
A duality norm concerning propaganda work is directed against the "giving
of prominence to individuals" (tuchu geren f141 A): "Take increasingly
the masses, and less often individual Party leaders as the subject of propaganda!" 39
As late as 1976, during the campaign against the "wind from the right,"
the postulate that the level of the Chinese economy had to be raised was
attacked as the "theory of the exclusive importance of the productive forces"
formulation 'advance the proletarian and eliminate the bourgeois' cannot be repudiated"), Renmin ribao, 3 August 1979. Article 24 of the Constitution of the P.R.C. of
4 December 1982 reflects the spirit of this duality norm.
35 Liao Jianming *Si% , "Hong yu zhuan shi yi dui maodun ma?" CE944 IE —441
("Are red and expert a pair of contradictions?"), Guangming ribao, 26 June
1980; see also the articles of Hu Qirui /4* and Luo Rongquan in Guangming
ribao, 14 August 1980.
36 Mao Zedong, Selected Works, Vol. V, p. 432.
37 Uao Mosha *MN) , "Tan fang yu thou" tiabillit ("On letting bloom and reining
in"), Xin Hua yuebao *I Wenzhai ban 3tlitk 4, 1980, p. 146.
3 8 "Xiii0ChU "zuo' de yinxiang jianchi shudao fangzhen" W3V11 M1014
It ("Eliminate 'leftist' influence and resolutely maintain the orientation of letting flow
and channelling"), Renmin ribao, 15 March 1981.
3 9 "Jianchi shao xuanchuan geren de fangzhen" M#4 '..P fifFIMY3h•ti ("Firmly
grasp the orientation of carrying out less propaganda about individuals"), Guangming
ribao, 11 March 1979; "Zhong gong zhongyang fachu zhishi jianchi shao xuanchuan
geren" rta Art:1*R ifitNiiM41 1Efifil A ("The Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party issues a directive insisting on less propaganda about individuals"), Renmin
ribao, 12 August 1980.
.

?

.

,
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(wei shengchanli JunPitt
).4° The "Eight-Character duality norm"
(ba-zi fangzhen issued by the Party Centre in the spring of 1979,
(which Hu Yaobang, in his report of 1 September 1982 to the Twelfth Party
Congress of the CCP, said provided guidelines for the sixth Five-Year Plan in
1981-85), is diametrically opposed to the course pursued prior to, and to some
extent even during the two years following the fall of the "Gang of Four":
),

Readjust [the economic disproportions] !
Reorganize [the existing enterprises including their leadership teams] !
Renew [the economic administrative structures] !
[All this with the aim to] raise [productivity and the level of the overall
national economy] !Ill

Duality norms of the second kind try to harmonize the opposite aspects of
specific contradictions, for instance by laying down definite priorities or by
decreeing an equilibrium between the poles of the contradiction.
With regard to one duality norm "essential to the construction of socialist
modernization"42 namely "Regard agriculture as the foundation, industry as
the leading factor!" Yao Bomao writes on the philosophy page of the Guangrning ribao of 17 January 1980:

40 , ‘Pipan wei shengchanli 1un" 41tPlit_OV/J'A ("Criticize the theory of everything

depending on the productive forces"), in Zhua jiefi douzheng zhe ge gang Amarillo
MA (Grasp the key link of class struggle) (Changsha: Hunan renmin chubanshe, 1976),
pp. 48ff.; "Zhuazhu xiuzhengzhuyi sixiang zhengzhi luxian the ge yaohai, shenru pipan
Deng Xiaoping shouyi paozhi de itiaoli' " 11111 t011: titt:Ti3ciflittifC11140* mtt
fliffiS/1 4c49itftillitel 'OM' ("Grasp the harmfulness of the political line of revisionism,
deepen the criticism of Deng Xiaoping's 'articles' "), Renmin ribao, 23 August 1976.
4 1 "Gongren jieji yao daitou dahao zhongdian zhuanyi zhang" E AMR 0;71/ful4T
N4-1t ("The working class should take the lead in the first battle to shift the
emphasis to modernization] "), Renmin ribao editorial, 1 May 1979; "Zhengdun jiu shi
yao fadong qunzhong hen jie maodun jiejue wenti"1001 CNC) -1;4:* 414 if /6 ek fill WI
("Rectifying the situation means mobilizing the masses resolutely to expose contradictions and resolve problems"), Renmin ribao, 20 June 1979; Hu Yaobang's report, Beijing
Review, No. 37, 1982, p. 16; for a summary of the Plan, see Renmin ribao, 13 December
1982, p. 1.
42
Yu Guangyuan f , "Yi nongye wei jichu shi wo guo shehuizhuyi xiandaihua
jianshe de yi ge jiben fangzhen" CIAO ItIltkile:* 1 11 gm lot - 04* 4: list("Agriculture as the foundation is a basic orientation of our country's socialist modernization and construction"), Jingji yanfiu , No.3, 1979, p. 2;Makesi zhuyi zhexue
yuanli A%t#2. titiPPICR. (Principles of Marxist philosophy) (Jilin: Jilin renmin chubanshe, 1980), p. 229.
-

,

-

,
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As far as the contradiction between industry and agriculture is concerned, one
should in the socialist system stress the striving after the identity in the contradiction. 4 3

The booklet Historical Materialism and Dialectical Materialism, published in
1980, offers the following chain of reasoning in a paragraph entitled "Under
certain conditions the two aspects of a contradiction are mutually interdependent":
The system of the socialist economy is a unity of opposites, such as industry and
agriculture, . . . large, small and medium-sized enterprises, national and regional
enterprises. All these . . . opposite aspects are mutually interdependent, the
existence of one aspect is the precondition for the existence of the other. For the
construction of socialism, the Party has prepared a number of fangzhen concerning
the economic organization, based precisely on this objectively given unity of
contradictory aspects. 4 4

An allusion is made here to a series of duality norms which prescribe "walking
on two legs" (hang tiao tui zou lu *VOR*Pli ), such as
Industry and agriculture are to be promoted simultaneously!
Heavy industry and light industry are to be promoted simultaneously!
National and regional enterprise are to be promoted simultaneously! 45

These duality norms, stemming from the Second session of the Eighth Party
Congress of the CCP (5-23 May 1958), have in the meantime been revised.
Thus one now stipulates:
Planning the national economy in the order of priority agriculture, light industry,
heavy industry ! 4 6

The following two norms signal reversals in the sphere of economic construction:
Gradual transition from extensive to intensive economy

!

47

43

42,MAUX
Yao Bomao fel , " `Douzhen,g zhexue' bixu chedi paoqi"
("The 'philosophy of struggle' must be thoroughly abandoned"), Guangming ribao,

17 January 1980.
44
Sun Shuping, op. cit., pp. 104-105.
AP 'II, A (Jilin:
45 Clhai, zhengzhi falü, p. 24; Zhengzhifinexue xiao cidian Off=
Jim renmin chubanshe, 1980), p. 185; Cihai, fine fence MIA 5)- fill (Shanghai, 1980), p. 67.
46 "Zijue an nong ging zhong fangzhen fazhan jingji" ticlt§itiRf13.611
("Develop the economy by relying consciously on the priority agriculture, light industry,
heavy industry"), Renmin ribao, 17 July 1979.
4 7 "Wei tigao jingji xiaoguo zuochu geng da gongxian" not ^wool wrF w
("Make greater contributions to raising the level of economic results"), Renmin ribao
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Change from "steel as the key link" and the preferential development of heavy
industry to stressing the development of consumer-goods production while
striving for a balance between the production of the means of production and
the production of consumer goode 4 8

Another duality norm in effect for the national economy states:
With priority to control through the planned economy, simultaneously attach
importance to regulation through the market economy ! 4 9

In the sphere of culture and science "Make the past serve the present!" and
"Make foreign things serve China!" are invoked time and again."
The relationships among three aspects considered to constitute a threepolar contradiction, are governed by the "fangzhen guiding the healthy
growing-up of the young generation" formulated by Mao Zedong in 1953 and
which is still invoked today, according to which young people should "remain
in good health, study well and work successfully [for the construction of
socialism] !" 51 A commentary on this norm states that it "fully expresses the
dialectical unity of physical, intellectual, and moral development". 52

editorial, 16 April, 1981; "Ruhe lijie gongye shengchan de waiyan he neihan . . . "
("How shall we understand what is meant by extensive
WM' Attatt0i-kk #11 39*
and intensive [methods for developing] industrial production?"), Renmin ribao, 5 May
1981: "Zenyang lijie jianshe fangzhen de gaibian?" tilffilMlititti9dt, ("How
shall we understand the change in the orientation of [economic] construction?"), Gongren ribao, 23 May 1981.
48
Renrnin ribao, editorial cited, 16 April 1981.
4
Yiwei —111 , "Jingji tizhi gaige de yi ge genben wenti"
Jiang
'
Vi*M11 ("A basic question in the reform of the economic system"), Renrnin ribao, 14
August 1979. Also compare, "Zhuyi yanjiu jingji gonpuo zhong de bianzhengfa" *IR
IefEtOf ErPtittledatt ("Pay attention to dialectics in the study of economic work"),
HoigqiIL, No. 15, 1982 (1 August 1982), p. 35; a provision in accordance with this
duality norm is to be found in Article 15, para. 1 of the Constitution of the P.R.C. of 4
December 1982.
50 Ye Shuifu hck , "Pipan 'wenyi heixian zhuanzheng' lun, null zuohao waiguo
wenxue gongzuo" tit$11 4 SCSIX Et *0' 53 )- Jit M-If1 Vit =Eft ("Criticize the 'theory
of the dictatorship of the black line' in literature, strive to carry out well our work on
, No. 1, 1978, p. 48; "Guanche gu wei jin
foreign literature"), Wenxue pinglun
yong fangzhen, kaizhan we guo gudai wenyi lilun gongzuo" W AosAy-pu
AMR
Alt SCORIA ErF ("Implement the general policy of using the past to serve the
present, develop theoretical work on ancient Chinese literature"), Guangming ribao, 14
April 1979.
51
Mao Zedong, Selected Works, Vol. V, p. 96 (translation modified).
" #4.E 1E It
52 "Mao Zedong xuanji" diwu Man, xuexi wenda (4) "
*
N( ) (Questions and answers in studying volume 5 of Mao Zedong's Selected Works
[41) (Beijing: Beijing reninin chubanshe, 1977), p. 29.
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It can be demonstrated that the other two kinds of Party norms are also
based on Mao's theory of contradictions, which is in turn governed by the
notion of development. This notion shapes the thought of all tendencies or
factions within the CCP. Everything develops. Like humanity as a whole, so
Chinese society, too, develops. It is now passing through the socialist period,
on the way to communism. Development toward the final objective is divided
into various stages. Each of the various stages is distinguishable by a specific
kind of principal contradiction that dominates all other contradictions to be
solved at the same time. By means of the Party political line, the Party Centre
"identifies" and defines the principal contradiction or the principal problem
which is to be solved during a specific period, and thus the dialectical stage,
the stage of development, through which Chinese society is passing.
The evaluation of the principal contradiction made by the Party Centre,
and hence the Party's political line, have changed several times during the
last fifty years. In essence, the sequence of the principal contradictions
covered by the various political lines was as follows:
From 1937 to 1945 the contradiction between the entire Chinese nation,
including Chiang Kai-shek's Guomindang government, on the one hand,
and Japan wanting to conquer China on the other, was considered as
the principal contradiction; the principal task was the defeat of Japan.
From 1945 to 1949 the contradiction between the CCP and Chiang Kaishek's Guomindang government was, in the final analysis, considered as
the principal contradiction; the principal task was the defeat of Chiang.
From 1949 in fact until October 1976, the date the "Gang of Four" was
smashed, but formally to the Third Plenum of the Eleventh CCPCC
(18-22 December 1978) the principal contradiction was: the Chinese
"proletariat" against the Chinese "bourgeoisie"; the principal task was
the so-called "class struggle" of the "proletariat" against the "bourgeoisie," and since the start of the Cultural Revolution primarily against
the so-called power holders taking the capitalist road within the CCP.
Since the Third Plenum of the Eleventh CCPCC (18-22 December 1978)
the contradiction between the need to modernize and backwardness,
especially in the four sectors of agriculture, industry, national defence,
and science and technology, is considered as the principal contradiction
in China; 53 the principal task is the "four modernizations."
According to the Party political line now prevailing, the P.R.C. is passing
through a stage of development which is shaped by the principal contradiction
53
See the communiqué of the Third Plenum in Renmin ribao, 24 December 1978,
p. 1; and also "General Programme" of the Party, Belling Review, No. 38, 1982, P. 9.
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between the need to modernize and backwardness. This principal contradiction is to be resolved before the year 2000. To this end numerous so-called
secondary contradictions (feizhuyao maodun 4rt VTO , also ciyao maodun
seiKWt. 6 ) 54 must be solved, and that in all possible spheres, inter alia also in
the sphere of relations with foreign countries and of external trade. These
concrete contradictions are regulated by the Party's duality and political
norms. The relationship of these to the legal system of the state will be
illustrated by the example of foreign trade.

III. THE PARTY NORMS PERMEATE THE ENACTED STATE LAWS

The call for socialist modernization of the P.R.C. by the year 2000 provides
that the country is to be modernized in a manner appropriate to China, and
modernization is not to be bought at the expense of independence and
sovereignty. Thus the basic orientation laid down by Mao Zedong in 1958,
"self-reliance as primary and striving for foreign aid as secondary" is
maintained . 5 5
The contradiction between China and foreign countries is governed in the
most general manner by the duality norm: "Let foreign things serve China,
while China specifies the course!" Another duality norm handles the contradiction between export and import:
Exports in first place;
combine imports with exports;
proportion imports to exports;
achieve a balance between imports and exports!
Imports must be used to increase the export capacity."
So much for the handling of contradictions in the area of basic policy
issues. But in concrete terms, the following alternative arises: Should the
"Chen Yangjiong mm04 , Zhexue mantan 14 Nig /OA (Random notes on philosophy)
(Beijing: Zhongguo qingnian chubanshe LtiV4*V-111)NtL, 1980), pp. 164ff.
"The slogan "The Chinese road to modernization" (Zhongguoshi de xiandaihua
daolu 4.1illAttiftit4tilk4) was put forward by the Party's Central Committee in spring
1979, and has been upheld ever since. For a reference to the relation between independence and aid, see Mao's talk of 30 January 1962, in S. Schram (ed.), Mao Tse-tung
Unrehearsed (Hannondsworth: Penguin, 1974), p. 178; official version in Beijing Review,
No. 27, 1978, p. 17.
ectical analysis of the contraction between import and export governed by this
fangzhen in "Null zengjia chukou fazhan duiwai maoyi" 55 J./ itIRK f-451.11 4
("Strive to increase exports and develop foreign trade"), Renmin ribao, 15 July 1979.
-
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P.R.C. use foreign capital or not? Concrete contradictions of this kind are
governed by the so-called political norms or policies (zhengce) of the Party.
One Party political norm often invoked at the present time stipulates:
Advanced foreign technology is to be imported and foreign capital to be utilized! s 7

This Party political norm has now been given concrete form in statutory law,
in particular in the "Law of the P.R.C. concerning joint enterprises with
Chinese and foreign investment interests," which came into force on 8 July
1979, and in the "Regulations for the Implementation of the Law" promulgated on 20 September 1983. 58 These texts state how advanced foreign technology and foreign capital may in fact be imported into or utilized in the
P.R.C. The duality norms cited above are given expression in a number of legal
provisions, aimed at preventing foreign assistance from becoming a dominant
factor in the Chinese economy. Thus the formation of a joint venture requires
the "approval of the Chinese Government" (Article 1). The joint ventures in the
P.R.C. are furthermore subject to "the laws, decrees and pertinent regulations
of the P.R.C." (Article 2, Section 2). Accordingly, the joint ventures established
in the P.R.C. are corporate bodies (faren it A ) subject to the laws of the P.R.C.
and not any foreign laws. "Thus the law-abiding partners," writes a Chinese
commentator on the law, "who work with us sincerely can be protected, but the
lawbreakers who injure our country's interests can be punished forthwith." 59
The chairman of the board of directors of every enterprise is furnished by the
Chinese partner (Article 6, Section 1). Under Article 5, Section 2 of the law, the
technology or equipment which the foreign partners contribute to capital expenditures must in fact meet modern international standards as well as China's
needs. A joint venture which does not meet China's needs and which does not
bring modern technology and equipment to China is of no use to China. The
foreign partner who with outdated technology and outdated installations
causes losses as a result of deliberate deception is liable for damages."
57 Jiang Yiguo —KJ , Wang Zumin 11I, and Jiang Baoqi OWin , "Jiakuai wo
guo jingli fazhan sudu de yi xiang zhongda de zhengce —tan tan yinjin xianjin jishu he
liyong waizu wenti" /intklitifilMARRAWW3 %AIR kW-31k* PAArilitit.4tAitifilfil
("An important policy for increasing the speed of our country's economic
development —a discussion on importing advanced technology and making use of
foreign capital"), Jin,gji yanliu, No. 10, 1978, pp. 10ff.
PIJ1t, 1979, No. 6, pp. 94-95; Beijing
5 Xin Hua yuebao wen.xian ban
review No. 41, 1983.
59
Wang Baoshu if!, "Tan tan wo guo de Zhong-wai hezi jingying qiye fa" AAR
OM ("A discussion of our country's law regarding joint ventures
El ?34i
with Chinese and foreign capital"), Nanfang ribao, 8 August 1979.
6 ° Faiii changshi shouce &11-1W4rifi)} (A basic handbook on law) (Beijing: Zhongguo
qingnian chubanthe, 1979), p. 135.
-
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In general, the Chinese commentaries emphasize again and again that the
"fundamental economic interests" of the P.R.C. must be protected and that,
from a political point of view, the independence and sovereignty of the P.R.C.
are inalienable. Hence "all conditions which amount to enslavement" 61 are to
be rejected.
Thus the political line and certain Party duality norms and political norms
are the point of departure for the P.R.C. laws concerning joint ventures.
Foreign technology and foreign capital are to be used as a supplementary
means to realize the four modernizations on the basis of reliance upon
China's own efforts.
The example of external trade illustrates how the Party political line can
ultimately be reflected, by way of the increasingly more concrete stages of
the Party duality norms and political norms, in the legal system, in specific
governmental regulations, in the formation of state organs, as well as in
structural reforms. As is the case with external trade, the enacted laws of the
P.R.C. play the role of a vehicle for putting into practice Party norms, and in
the final analysis for the enforcement of the prevailing Party political line in
all spheres of public life. This state of affairs has been analyzed 62 by Zhang
Youyu ft and Wang Shuwen i 40C in their book Talks Regarding Basic

Knowledge of Law: 63
The written law of our state is a vehicle for putting into practice the [Party]
political norms (thengce). The written law of our state is promulgated on the
basis of the Party political norms. . . . The continuous political and economic
development and changes are reflected first of all. . . in the Party political
norms. As soon as the political norms change, the legal system has to adjust.
[Accordingly,] statutory law [must] be constantly repealed, revised or newly
enacted. . . . To be sure, not every change in the Party political norms has to be
articulated in statutory law right away. . . . As far as the enforcement of statutory
law is concerned, one can comprehend the spirit and nature of the statutory law
and use this instrument (gongju) correctly only if one understands and has a
61 Li Yangju t444t, "Liyong waizi tong jianchi duli zizhu zili gengsheng fangzhen
you maodun ma?" fl-it1,40444111117. r I In 16is ? ("Is there a contradiction between using foreign capital, and maintaining the orientation of independence,
self-reliance, and developing the country by our own efforts?"), Gongren ribao, II July
1979; Ru Zhenghu ftii iE, "Liyong waizi shi fazhan tequ de zhongyao tujing" 'IffI#1.
Uct N*10.1(1 3 W( fic ("Using foreign capital is an important force for developing the
special areas"), Nanfang ribao, 20 April 1981.
62
Li Methua X qk "Ti ben faxue rumen shu—jieshao Faxue jiben zhishi jianghua"
-*top Aria 1liimmt**3-0,AuciA ("An introductory book on law—presenting
Talks Regarding Basic Knowledge of Law"), Beijing ribao, 25 August 1980.
63
Zhang Youyu and Wang Shuwen, Faxue liben zhishi fianghua
(Talks regarding basic knowledge of law), Second Edition (Beijing: Zhong,guo qingnian
chubanshe, 1980), pp. 74ff.
4
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command of the Party political norms. .. . The spirit of statutory law and
political norms is identical. If contradictions between statutory law and political
norms arise, then the state shall repeal or revise statutory laws, or promulgate
new statutory law.

Zhang Youyu and Wang Shuwen regard statutory law as "one of the most
important instruments (gongfu
) for the realization of Party political

norms" for the following reasons:
First of all, statutory law is more concrete in comparison with the [Party] political norms.. . . By promulgating statutory law, the state organs make concrete
and articulate Party political norms.. . . In this way, it becomes easier for the
masses to comprehend and follow the Party political norms. . . . Furthermore,
statutory law is characterized by the fact that the state implements it compulsorily. ... By using statutory law as an instrument (goner') to suppress enemies
and to exercise the dictatorship over them, it serves a useful function in the
enforcement of Party political norms with regard to combatting enemies. As far
as the relations among the people are concerned, the state organs enact legal
promulgations in accordance with the Party political norms and publish a variety
of administrative decrees bearing the stamp of compulsion which make it clear to
the masses what one is supposed to do and what one is not supposed to do, how
one is supposed to do something and how one is not supposed to do something.
Hence statutory law is required in this respect also, namely as a means to supplement the methods of persuasion and education. Such administrative decrees serve
a useful function in the enforcement of Party political norms, in strengthening
leadership and discipline, ensuring regular development of production and life.

To be sure, statutory law is "not the only tool Cgoneur to realize the Party
political norms:
To begin with. . . not all Party political norms are necessarily given expression in
written law. Whether and at what point in time Party political norms are given
expression in statutory law has to be decided according to objective conditions.
[For] Party political norms can be expressed in many different ways. Not only
statutory law, but also resolutions (jueding f)) and directives (zhishi ) by
the Party, or editorials (shelun in the Party press can express Party political
norms. These forms of transmission of Party political norms fulfil the function of
appeals and signposts. The methods and forms of the enforcement of Party
political norms are also manifold. As far as the masses are concerned, the various
Party political norms are implemented primarily by the method of persuasion and
education to kindle the enthusiasm and creativity of the masses. Compulsory
implementation of Party political norms backed by statutory law is only a supplementary device.
)

In these translated passages only the relationship of the zhengce (political
norms or policies) of the Party to statutory law was mentioned. But
"zhengce" can be taken here as pars pro wto for Party norms as such, and in
particular the Party political line, for "the political norms are closely linked
to the [Party political] line and cannot be separated from it. The political
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norms serve the line. Only when the Party political norms are resolutely
followed can the realization of the Party line be ensured." 64
An editorial in the Renmin ribao of 25 February 1981 entitled "Foreign
economy and trade must serve the readjustment of the national economy"
emphasizes, in a somewhat condensed translation:
The political norm that foreign capital is to be utilized in a positive and prudent
manner. . will not be revised during the period of readjustment. But it is
necessary to keep a clear head when taking up foreign capital. Borrowed funds
must be repaid, and that is why one has to be fully accountable with regard to
economic effectiveness and one's ability to repay. If henceforth certain foreign
funds are borrowed under the banner of the duality norm "Reliance in our own
efforts as the basis!", the amount of the loans will have to be determined by our
ability to provide additional infrastructural facilities. We can avail ourselves to a
somewhat greater extent of loans granted at favourable terms at medium or low
rates of interest. They are to be used especially for setting up an infrastructure in
the energy and communications sectors, as well as for technical renovation of
existing installations and the expansion of industries which create foreign exchange.

Thus, statutory law cannot develop a separate existence detached from the
Party norms. If one asks what is legally possible in the P.R.C. under the
current laws, one will only be fully informed if one takes into account the
pertinent Party norms. For it is these, and not the public laws, which
ultimately determine the course of events in the P.R.C.

IV. RAISING THE STATUS OF THE STATE
AND OF STATUTORY LAW?

The legal order has been substantially developed and extended since the end
of the Cultural Revolution, particularly since 1979, not only through the
promulgation of laws, but also institutionally. During the period from September 1979 to September 1980 alone more than 100,000 new employees
took up work in the courts and procuratorates throughout the country.
During the same period, notarial offices handled 150,000 material transactions
involving foreign countries, and the partly reorganized, partly newly established
People's Arbitration Committees settled several million cases of conflict among
the people. From September 1980 to August 1982 the number of legal advisory
offices throughout the country rose from approximately 300 to over 2,000.
Zhang Sizhi 41 k , the Vice-president of the Beijing People's Lawyers' Asso,

64,

Tan tan luoshi nongcun jingji zhengce zhong de ji ge renshi wenti"
Milt OW
liffiNikeactlft3*IitirgAtrAVA ( On some questions regarding the implementation of
economic policies for agriculture"), Renmin ribao, 29 July 1978.
"

-
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ciation, restored in August 1979, told me on 26 September 1980 that by
1985 there were expected to be an estimated 1,000 lawyers in Beijing alone.
During the half year from September 1980 to March 1981, the number of
lawyers in the whole of China rose from about 2,500 to more than 3,000 and
by August 1982 to almost 10,000. More than a million people were employed
at this time in the politico-legal sector. Jurisprudence has experienced an
unexpected boom. Four colleges of political science and law were reopened,
and 16 universities established law departments, the number of law students
seen as a percentage of the total number of Chinese university students
increased during the 1981-82 period from 0.3% to 0.59%-according to
Minister of Justice Liu Fuzhi MN:A a proportion which will be further
increased" -and in 1982 a "Chinese Law Society" was founded. The "Legal
Publishing Company" (Falii chubanshe ilttffittkiff ) resumed its activities,
and in March 1982 among the periodicals of the P.R.C. which were available
to the public were eight legal journals and a weekly newspaper. 66 Books on
law are already among the bestsellers.' In 1981-82 over 50 books with more
than 17 million characters were edited for the teaching of law, including at
secondary level. Never before had so much material for teaching law been
published in the P.R.C. during such a short period of time. 68
Are these facts indicative of a weakening of the Communist Party of China
and a softening of its hitherto total claim to leadership? Are the state organs
assuming more and more of the functions hitherto exercised by the Party? Is
a gradual transition from the prominent role of Party norms to the "rule of
law" taking place?
65 “Dang-i—
guonei faxue de yixie dongxiang" temarlmqui1--imiloi ("Some
q
current legal trends within the country"), Renmin ribao, 24 January 1981.
66
These were the quarterlies Beijing zhengfa xueyuan xuebao AtrftfAVIAR,N
(Beijing), Faxue jikan itfiA H (Chongqing); the Peking journals which appear every two
months, Faxue yaniiu tkAlPiFfl Faxue yicong Faxue zazhiWigNi-2, and
Waiguo faxue_•, ,:;?Ax4Y; the Shanghai monthlies Minzhu yu far/ii IIMMtiq and Faxue
MP and the weekly Zhongguo fazhi bao r4INEMMISI . (Information provided by Wu
Daying 'At A , Professor at the Institute of Law, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences at
the International Conference on Chinese Law in Vienna, 3-5 March 1982.)
67
*thmirdl n (Questions and Answers on Legal
The book Falii zhishi wenda
, 1979) was published in an edition
Knowledge) (Beijing: Beijing chubanthe
of 600,000 copies; see, "Jinkuai bianyin xin neirong xin sixiang xin yuyan de zhengzhi
miwirmqv. AM* ("Let us quickly edit theoretililun duwu" *MOM ith F19
cal materials on politics with a new content, new thought, and new vocabulary"), Renmin ribao, 2 March 1981.
6 8 "Falii chanshi" Vitt/4CA ("Basic knowledge of law"), in Jiaoxue cankao PO**
materials on education) (Beijing, 1982), p. 3; Chen Pixianl* 4411, "Zai faxue
(Reference materials
tf 1+4A fel 1- ff344f, ("Talk at a forum rejiaocai zuotanhui slung de jianghua"
, 24 December 1982.
garding teaching materials on law"), Zhongguo fazhi two
.
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Indeed, a leading ideologist demanded that the Party ought to confine itself
to "controlling the helm" and renounce wanting also to "take hold of the
oars." 69 This is an apt characterization of the recent trend of the reorganization of relations between state and Party. These reforms take place under the
banner of the "development of socialist democracy and strengthening the
socialist legal system" proclaimed by the Third Plenary Session of the Eleventh
CCPCC in December 1978 to be an "important aspect of the principal task
during the new era."" Since the Fifth Plenary Session of the Eleventh
CCPCC (23-29 February 1980), the Party Centre calls the "reform of the
leadership system of Party and state, which is characterized by the absence of
a separation of Party and government and the handling by the Party of all
work actually belonging to the government (yi dang dai zheng 1:),*.f tfic)"
"an important problem requiring urgent solution" in view of the "democratization of political life of Party and state." 71 "Improvement of socialist
democracy" is regarded as an institutional problem the solution of which
necessitates the reform of the political and economic structures as well as of
the cadre system. But this reform in particular, like the democratization of
political life of the state in general, is "not possible without the leadership
of the Party," according to Feng Wenbin, vice-president of CCPCC Party
Schoo1. 72 Accordingly, it will "be difficult to democratize the state as a whole
if the Party is not democratized." 73
The Statutes of the CCP of 6 September 1982 can be seen as a culmination of the efforts to date for inner-party democratization; amongst
the main achievements, according to Hu Qiaomu -011A*, a member of the
Politburo of the Central Committee of the CCP, are increased protection for
the "democratic rights of Party members," the excluding of "unreasonable
concentration of power in the hands of one person" and "despotism,"
-

69 Li Honglin 41tt1, "Women jianchi shenmayang de dangde lingdao" fitfINW. A1E
4Stri-31W31011 ("What kind of Party leadership do we support?"), Renmin ribao, 5
October 1979; Women jianchi shenme? alrIFE14 KIE ? (What do we support?) (Beijing:
Renmin chubanshe, 1981), p. 4.
7° Liu Han "Jianquan fazhi shi fazhan minzhu de baozhang"
Itt3Mit ("To perfect the legal system is a guarantee of democracy"), Renmin ribao, 3
February 1981; "Democracy and Political Stability," Beijing Review, No. 9, 1981,
pp. 20-22.
71 Song Zhenting, op. cit.; Wu ham M "Zenyang fahui quanguo Renda zuowei
zui gao guojia quanli jiguan de zuoyong" 1:1144110iiiM A A fF /311 AlfriX111ViltiAtr3fr )41
("How can we develop the role of the National People's Congress as the supreme organ
of state power?"), Guangming ribao, 30 October 1980.
72 Feng Wenbin 84506 , "Guanyu shehuizhuyi minzhu wenti" NW, lit ittittetimMil
("On the problem of socialist democracy"), Renmin ribao, 25 November 1980.
73 Song Zhenting, op. cit.
I
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making secure the "collective leadership," banning "any kind of cult of the
individual," and the abolition of party offices held for life. "All these regulations, when compared with the past, offer a better guarantee for the realization of democratic centralism within the Party." 74 This system had always
been upheld officially, but evidently usually only in a form which emphasized
centralism too much and the development of internal Party democracy too
little."
First steps towards internal Party democratization were already undertaken by the Fifth Plenum of the Eleventh CCPCC (23-29 February 1980),
which passed "Guiding Principles for Inner-Party Political Life." In his report
to the Twelfth Party Congress of the CCP on 1 September 1982 Hu Yaobang
AliNI-J4 emphasized their continuing validity under the Party Statutes of
6 September 1982. 76 These principles provide in Section 8 for various regulations which are to ensure that all Party branches regularly hold assemblies of
Party members (dangyuan dahui
which elect delegates to be sent
to Party congresses (daibiao dahui ft A)*) which have the duty to elect
the respective Party committees. The Party delegates and the members of
Party committees are to be selected regularly in secret ballots, in which the
number of candidates is to exceed that of the allocated seats." Up to January
1981 Party congresses had been held in more than 700 counties, cities, and
administrative regions, which elected new Party committees in accordance
with these regulations. On these occasions the plurality of offices and the age
of office-holders are said to have been reduced. In Shanghai various Party
organizations have established "institutions for democratic life . " 78 Different
opinions on important questions can also be voiced in the press within the
framework of so-called "discussions" (taolun Th), which are, however,
supervised by the Party centre. 79 The public self-criticism in the ranks of the
Party of its leadership-which had hitherto been taken for granted-can be
taken as another sign of nascent democratization inside the Party.

n*e )
.

74 "Hu

Qiaomu tongzhi jiu dangzhang xiugai wenti da Xinhuashe jizhe wen" MI
Lw::1
n1 ("Comrade Hu Qiaomu replies to a Xinhua reporter
regarding revision of the Party statutes"), Renmin ribao, 14 September 1982.
75
Feng Wenbin, op. cit.; Dang de jiben zhishi *(?J *ANA (Basic knowledge regarding the Party) (Beijing: Renmin chubanshe, 1979), pp. 45ff.
76
Hu Y aobang, Betling Review, No. 37, 1982, p. 27.
" "Guanyu dangnei zhengzhi shenghuo de ruogan zhunze" Mfl
k1e4di 1. Ttribii I .,- I .
4k 11 11 ("Some norms regarding inner-Party political life"), Hongqi, No. 6, 1980, pp. 2-11.
78 "Shi jingwei xitong jueda duoshu danwei clang de lingdao banzi jianli le minzhu
shenghuo zhidu" Kik *Ott A g, I'M JO I frt I /ft ("The leading
Party groups in the majority of units in the system of municipal economic committees
have established a system of democratic life"), Jiefang ribao, 26 March 1981.
79
See, for example, the norms published in Gongren ribao, 15 March 1980.
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Thus Teng Wensheng and ha Chunfeng in the Renmin ribao of 14 November 1980, criticize the fact that the "centralization and uniformity" (jizhong
tongyi
) to be striven for by the Party, on the one hand, and the struggle against "dispersionism" (fensanzhuyi J ittA) as well as against the
insistence on the independence of local, subordinate and state organs, on the
other, had often been overemphasized in the past. Adherence to the tendency
towards concentration of all power within the pale of the Party, particularly
the power in the governmental and economic sphere, is now regarded as outdated and impracticable in view of the new duties which face the Party. 8°
Chen Jinyu writes in this respect in the Jiefang ribao, the official organ of the
CCP Party committee of Shanghai Municipality, on 9 April 1981, inter alia:
..

The present task of the Party is leading a thousand million people in the construction of the four modernizations. The Party must no longer direct just military
undertakings, but also domestic and foreign, economic and cultural affairs. If we
continue rigidly to apply the old method of integrated [yiyuanhua ; see
the analysis of this concept in the contribution by Stuart R. Schram] leadership
in this situation and concentrate in an incongruous manner all power in the Party
committees, and if in addition the powers of the Party committees are combined
in the person of one [Party] secretary or two [Party] secretaries, then this leads
to a negation of the indispensable social division of labour and to a disregard for
and undermining of the powers vested in the Government, the enterprises and the
mass organizations. This will in effect inevitably weaken the leadership of the
Party. For the Party is not in a position to handle absolutely everything alone.
The system of collective leadership is obviously becoming more and more
important. In the wake of the constantly expanding scope of the development of
our country's economy, our economic work has become much more complicated
than in the 1950s. The knowledge and experience of one single person or a few
persons cannot cope with one single important economic decision. 81

The above-mentioned commentators Teng Wensheng and ha Chunfeng write
on this problem:
In the past action was rarely taken against the excessive concentration of power in
[the hands of] individuals. .. . If all power is monopolized by the Party committees, then the lack of division of Party and Government is the inescapable
consequence. . . . The concentration of all power in the Party committees is the
80

, "Quanli bu neng guofen jizhong"
Teng Wenshengin 't, ha Chunfeng
NUJ 4llEigt9- 1101 , f , ("Power cannot be concentrated to excess"), Renmin ribao, 14
November 1980.
Chen Jinyu Pit -k , "Guanyu jianchi clang de lingdao de ji ge wenti" VVI/Allt fr3
frixtrooternitg ("On some problems in maintaining Party leadership"), Jiefang ribao, 9
April 1981; "Lun dang zheng fengong" itinter9- r ("On division of labour between
Party and state"), Renmin ribao, 18 December 1980. The yiyuanhua leadership of the
Party is also criticized by Jing Dong 7; * , "Bu neng yi dang dai zheng" 4=4E1:111t fic
("The Party must not replace the state"), Hongqi, No. 21, 1980.
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basic reason why the Government is neutralized by the Party and the Party committees take charge of everything. The inevitable result is that the Party committees at all levels get mixed up in a tangle of administrative routine work. As a
consequence, the affairs which really need to be tackled by the Party committees
are left unattended to or are entirely neglected. But this represents a weakening of
the leadership of the Party. 82

As a result of such considerations, Party Centre advocates that the Party
organizations at all levels transfer, if possible, a large part of the administrative
and technical routine work to the governments at all levels and the specialized
organs, and that the most important Party leaders should generally no longer
assume government offices:
From top to bottom a powerful and efficient government structure must be bunt
up and a system of division of labour between Party and government (dang zheng
fengong) introduced so that the functions of the organs of government can fully
develop. 83

In future all business falling within government jurisdiction is to be discussed and decided on by the State Council and/or the people's governments
at all levels without having to wait for directives from Party Centre or the
Party committees at the respective levels. The independence of the judiciary
is to be preserved insofar as the courts. are to be able to pass judgements
independently. 84 The abolition of the prevailing practice of examination and
approval of court decisions by the competent Party committee was announced
by the President of the Supreme People's Court, Jiang Hua, at the working
conference on the enforcement of punishment in August 1980. 85 (In the
recent campaign against crime of 1983-84, this prohibition was, of course,
scarcely been observed.)
The Party is no longer to give direct orders but only "recommendations"
to non-Party organizations, i.e. state and administrative organs,
tjianyi
economic and financial organizations, organizations in the realm of education,
science and culture, as well as mass organizations. 86 "Recommendations"
from Party Centre to the National People's Congress are no longer to be
regarded as "legally binding, as it were" even before their approval by the
)

82
83

Teng Wensheng, Jia Chunfeng, op. cit.
Feng Wenbin, op. cit.

84 mid.

85 Jiallg Hua , "Baozheng rentnin fayuan yi fa dull shenpan, quxiao dangwei thenp1 anjian de xiguan zuofa" Økkfl AKMRIP &IN V.**11 kiNtitritt*It (Y3f11119M.
("Guarantee the independent decision of cases by the courts in accordance with the law,
eliminate the usual practice of the Party committee examining and approving [decisions
on] cases"), Gongren ribao, 25 August 1980.
86 Feng Wenbin, op. cit.
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NPC, as was hitherto the case. On the whole, the National People's Congress,
which "in years . . . gone by did not really exercise the function of the
highest organ of state power even during the periods of its regular activity,"
is to be upgraded. Thus it happened for the first time at the Third session of
the Fifth NPC (30 August-10 September 1980) that deputies, contrary to the
prevailing practice, "openly voiced their opinions," criticized the government
report, abstained from voting, put through amendments to certain drafts of
bills, and exercised their right to question the state organs.
-

This indicates that the National People's Congress is really beginning to exercise
the highest power in the state and no longer fulfills merely the function of a
"voting machine," as was the case in the past. 8 7
But in some respects concrete institutions for the realization of the principle
of "socialist democracy" are lacking, and that is why it
more often than not exists in form only which hides the fact that in deed and
truth only a small minority has the say. Although deputies of people's congresses
and leading members of governments [at all levels] are nominally elected, in
reality the voters cannot sufficiently express their intentions and cannot supervise
their representatives and leaders, let alone remove them from office. 8 8

A change of the electoral system is, therefore, foremost on the list of
proposed reforms of the political structures. Direct elections of deputies to
people's congresses from the lowest level to county level have already been
introduced. But it will not stop there. On the contrary, the gradual introduction of direct elections is demanded also for the higher levels, with the
possibility of choosing from several candidates. The idea of admitting a real
opposition party is, however, dismissed.
The role of statutory law is being reconsidered. At the time of the Cultural
Revolution its function as an instrument to exercise the "dictatorship over
the class enemy" was exclusively stressed. Consequently, everyone associated
statutory law with criminal law, and legal proceedings with penal suits, as I
discovered in the year before Mao's death. The result was "the misconception
that the legal system had not much to do with democracy." Statutory law is
to be utilized as an instrument to replace the method of political campaigns
or movements (zhengzhi yundong fki*Arib) which was practised to excess
particularly during the Cultural Revolution; however, non-political mass
movements, for instance in the area of hygiene and environmental protection,
will still be launched. In future, "the class struggle to be waged within definite
limits against the activities of counter-revolutionaries and criminals" will also
8 7 W11 Jialin,
88

op. cit.

Feng Wenbin, op. cit.
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be carried out with statutory instruments. 89 Constitution and laws are to be
binding not only upon the masses, but also upon the Party organizations and
their leaders; likewise the resolutions of the "organs of the people's power,"
i.e., the people's government at all levels. 90 According to the Statutes of
the CCP of 6 September 1982: "The Party must conduct its activities within
the limits permitted by the Constitution and the laws of the state" (General
Programme, last paragraph), and according to the Constitution of the P.R.C.
of 4 December 1982, "all political parties," and thus the CCP too, must "take
the Constitution as the basic norm of conduct." "They all have the duty to
uphold the dignity of the Constitution and ensure its implementation"
(Preamble, last sentence), and to "abide by the Constitution and the law"
(Article 5, para. 3). The Party "has to learn to exercise leadership in the
factories, peasant villages, in science, culture, and education, as well as in all
areas of leadership by applying democratic and statutory principles, methods
and procedure." In this way "the leadership of the Party will be raised to a
new level." 91
The revaluation of the state and the written laws of the state, initiated by
Party Centre itself, is not designed to weaken Party leadership, but on the
contrary to strengthen it by concentrating on essentials. But what is the
quintessence of Party leadership?
Certain comrades. . . do not understand what "Party leadership" means. They . . .
think that the Party committee has to decide everything, whether important or
minute, and that in addition the first, and possibly at most the second man on the
Party committee has to nod his head himself. 92

But in reality, "Party leadership over the state and the undertakings of
socialism is political leadership"; at the same time "political leadership" does
not mean "administrative, technical, professional or organizational leadership,"
but "leadership in the line, the duality norms and the [Party] political
norms. 1193
The political leadership exercised by the Party means "very strict supervision
and control of Party members working in. . . non-Party organizations. The
Party committees can issue directives directly to them. Party members are
bound by them: their observance is ensured through Party discipline." 94
89

Wang Guiwu Eff. ii, "Xuehui shiyong falii wuqi" firfUti VtaitRX ("Learn to
use the weapon of the law"), Renmin ribao, 10 March 1981.
90
Feng Wenbin, op. cit.; Liu Coffin 211%4 , "Liyi yu ji" flitt tfii Li ("Interest and
self-interest"), Beijing ribao, 30 March 1981.
91
Song Zhenting, op. cit.
92
Chen Jinyu, op. cit.
93
' cited, Renmin ribao, 18 December 1980.
Editorial
9i Song Zhenting, op. cit.
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At the end of 1979 there were 1,940,000 Party branches at the basic level
alone. 95 Admittedly, the Party organs which exist everywhere must ensure
"that the organs of political power, the administrative organs and the judicial
organs can fully exercise their [specific' functions and powers."
But this means in effect that all state organs and economic and financial
organs, as well as organizations in the sphere of education, science and culture
including mass organizations, "carry out their work under the correct leadership of the line, the duality norms and the political norms of the Party in
an independent, orderly effective manner, and in co-ordination with one
another." 96
The Party thus does not want to relinquish, but merely refine and rationalize its leadership position. The main force is to be engaged, as it were,
to steer the ship. But for the ship's maintenance and operation auxiliary
forces are employed. As much as possible of the enforcement work is to be
delegated to them. Jiang Hua, the President of the Supreme People's Court of
the P.R.C., said to this effect:
The Party committees must strengthen the leadership over the political and
judicial departments. It is primarily a question here of strengthening leadership
through implementation of the line, duality and political norms. It is not a
question of Party committees examining and ruling on concrete judgements in law
suits. 9 7

Of course, individual judges, insofar as they are Party members, remain bound
by the Party norms and are obliged to expound and administer the laws
according to the spirit of these norms when passing judgement. The implementation of Party norms is ensured not only in the courts but in all non-Party
organs and organizations so long as Party members hold the key positions.
Now as before the Party's aim is that the Party branches and Party members
should "unite and guide the masses in the various non-Party organizations." 98
This is the case not only at the national but at the regional level. Thus Ren
Zhongyi, first secretary of the CCP Party Committee of Guangdong Province,
stated in his capacity as Deputy to the People's Congress on 4 March 1981 at
the final meeting of the Third session of the Fifth People's Congress of Guangdong Province:
zhishi, p.47.
Feng Wenbin, op. cit.; Ma Ye .%ff , Yan Ganwu K, Wei Bingkun WWII] ,
"Jingji zhongxin, jingji lianheti, qiye—wo guo jingji zuzhi jiegou tantao" trirti C_, •
00 • —1k141 rk.o ("Economic centre, economic combine, enterprise—an investigation of the organization and structure of China's economy"), Tianjin
ribao, 7 January 1981.
97
Article cited, Gongren ribao, 25 August 1980.
98
Feng Wenbin, op. cit.
95 Dangde/iben
96

,
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The Provincial Party Committee must not exercise the functions and powers of
the [provincial] people's congress in place of the latter, and it must not assume
the official functions of the provincial government. The Party organization must
expend all its energy on doing a good job in internal Party work, to do a good job
in political and ideological work and to ensure the implementation of the Party's
line, duality norms and political norms. 99

Thus the democratization and legalization of life in the P.R.C. remain within
the broad limits which in the last resort are set by the political leadership of
the CCP.'" This leadership manifests itself concretely in the promulgation,
implementation and continuous adaptation of the political line, the duality
norms and the political norms of the Party. The question arises, of course,
whether the controlled upgrading of the state and the legal system presently
aimed at by the Party might not suddenly slip from its control. By campaigning
against bourgeois liberalization l°1 as well as against the adoption of Western
democracy,'" castigating "illegal organizations and writings"" and "a small
minority of persons" who want to overturn the Party leadership, 1 " the Chinese
press admits that tendencies are afoot which threaten the position of the Party.
However, as long as the Party is able to preserve its internal unity and command
over the army, icks its position should be strong enough to check at any time
any stirrings of independence by the state and the legal system. To be sure, as
long as the statutory laws which the Partywants are in force, the Party will wish
to abide by them. But this intention does not undermine the position of Party
Centre as the supreme normative body. Whenever deemed necessary, Party
Centre has the means and ways to adjust the existing laws. "The [adoption] of
99

, "Guangdong sheng WU jie Renda di-san ci huiyi shengli
Ren Zhongyi
bimu" ljt*ri /OA kl5=-- Aftiki*f lintim ("The Third Session of the Fifth Guangdong
Provincial People's Congress has victoriously drawn to a close"), Nanfang ribao, 5 March
1981.
1.0o Among many articles, see Man Yu
ii, "Jianchi si xiang jiben yuanze hui fang'ai
jiefang sixiang ma?" IVOiR4 111)iti
*Milt $1M E .41 1. °U.) ("Can adherence to the four
basic principles inhibit the emancipation of thought?"), Tianjin ribao, 17 February 1981.
101 "Guchui zichanjieji ziyouhua jue bu shi jiefang sixiang he jianchi si xiang jiben
yuanze" 010( ft F*0 It MO! 1 154mrft -; 41P( it bourgeois
liberalization is assuredly not liberating thought, nor is it adhesion to the four basic
principles"), Beijing ribao, 27 February 1981.
102 "Jianchi minzhuhua de shehuizhuyi fangxiang"
iti F. ft re3 #1f: ft I'
("Maintaining the socialist orientation of democratization"), Gongren ribao, 30 March
1981.
103 ,
`Zhuahao ganbu jiaoyu" #11 Of* riiff ("Grasp well the training of cadres"),
Jiefang ribao, 21 February 1981.
1 ° 4 Liu Han, op. cit.
105
See Yang Dez.hi Pik it!. , "handing bu yi di jianchi dang dui jundui de juedui
lingdao" FV:42.1441tg'4.01itti*FiltfritK WWII ("Assert without wavering the absolute
leadership of the Party over the army"), Renmin ribao, 5 July 1981.
-
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our Constitution and laws is effected in every instance under the leadership of
the Party, and is in truth and deed a matter of paragraphing, concretising and
making into laws the [line] , duality and political norms of the Party.""
Nobody prevented the Eleventh CCPCC from voting at its Fifth Plenary
Session (23-29 February 1980) on a "suggestion" (jianyi) which was directed
to the National People's Congress, according to which the "four great conquests" guaranteed in Article 45 of the Constitution of the P.R.C. of 5 March
1978, namely the right of citizens to air views freely, speak out freely, engage
in great debates, and affix big-character posters, were to be deleted.'" The
Fifth NPC did, indeed, approve the desired deletion at its Third session of 10
September 1980, and in the final analysis on the grounds that the rejected
constitutional provision stood in the way of the unimpeded continuation of
"socialist modernization," inter alia because it "has given a small number of
class enemies and persons with perfidious intentions legal grounds to engineer
incidents and oppose the socialist system and the leadership of the Communist
Party 08
If the relationship between the Party Centre and the National People's Congress, between Party norms and statutory law should ever be reversed, then that
would have to be called a basic change in the system, but such does not at all
seem to be the intention of Party Centre at the present time. The Party Centre
remains the supreme body with the highest normative powers which can
be exercised at any time; de facto it controls itself, and is beyond institutionalized control by the people as a whole, renewing itself by cooption.
It is highly unlikely that serious opposition to this power structure could
arise from the masses in the foreseeable future. Even Renmin ribao, the
official organ of the CCPCC, publishes analyses which rate the P.R.C. as a
country that has experienced "several thousand years of feudal despotism"
(fengjian zhuanzhi tongzhi ktRAnilitk6 ), but never an efficiently operating
bourgeois-democratic republic, 109 is lacking in democratic traditions and has
106 "Dang

weishenme bixu zai xianfa he falii de fanwei nei huodong?"Alt

('4 fl iltW311hRi [Aiditb?("Why must the Party act within the limits of the Constitu-

tion and the laws?"), Gongren ribao, 27 October 1982, p. 3.
107 "Jianchi clang de lingdao, gaishan dang de lingdao, tigao dang de lingdao" V.M111;
(rA144 Ili (riNt , rilat 0 3 OA at ("Maintain, improve, and raise the level of leadership by the Party"), Renmin ribao, 1 March 1980.
108.
'Guanyu xiugai `Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo xianfal di sishiwu tiao de jueyi"
r .14 4 AK A file 11. a' 45 V4 11 M ("Decision regarding the revision of
Article 45 of the Constitution of the People's Republic of China"), Renmin ribao, 11
September 1980.
109 Lin Chun 1c4ff , Li Yinhe , "Yao da da fayang minzhu he jiaqiang fazhi"
WMLi t ft I /NIA itt VI ("We must develop democracy and strengthen the rule of law
in a big way"), Renmin ribao, 13 November 1978.
-
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a poorly developed awareness of the legal system. Indeed, the heritage from
the past rests so heavily on modern China that concern is voiced even with
regard to the implementation of the official ideal of democracy guided by the
Party within the framework of enlightened socialism. 110

V. ON HISTORICAL CONTINUITY

The most basic decision taken by the Party Centre with regard to the course,
that is the definition of the respective principal task during a specific stage of
development of Chinese society, is generally expressed by the term "political
line," but often simply "line" (luxian KM). But the word "line" appears
also in connection with guiding principles such as "ideological line," "organizational line," "general line," "basic line." The Party Centre also determines,
for example, the "foreign policy line," the "line for physical education and
sport," the "line for literature and art," the "line for work in the area of
public safety," the "line for industry and communications," and so forth. An
analysis of these various types of lines, which cannot be reconstructed here in
detail, reveals that the term line is used not so much as a uniformly understood
technical term, but as a label for various kinds of basic guiding principles.
Marcel Granet suggested long ago, with reference to old China, that the
Chinese "prefer richly evocative symbols to clearly defined concepts." 111 The
expression luxian-originally route, way; but later, line 112 -may have such
a symbolic value, perhaps because it is instinctively associated with "dao"
(A) of which the primary meaning is also: way. 113 But dao in the sense
of a "supremely effective principle of order" was one of the leading concepts
in traditional China. 114 The modern combination daolu (
)-"road"with the character "dao"-is in fact used in the P.R.C. to define fundamental orientations such as in the differentiation between the "socialist
road" and the "capitalist road." Thus the first of the "four basic principles"
laid down by the Party Centre in the spring of 1979 reads: "Hold fast to the
socialist road."
Implementation of the present political line of the Party is to be secured
110,

`Dang he guojia lingdao zhidu de yi xiang zhongyao gaige" ilgf4ilitiricEN14$11f8tlY3ti&Ifi ("An important reform in the leadership system of the Party and the state"),
Renmin ribao, 28 October 1980; Liu Han, op. cit.
111
Marcel Granet, La pensee chinoise (Paris: La Renaissance du byre, 1934), p. 147.
11 2
Morohashi Tetsuji AlMli?k• Dai Kan-Wa ji ten A: *1
Vol. 10 (Tokyo: Taishdkan k$II, 1959), p. 11360, character no. 37524, pars. 63 and 64.
113
Granet, op. cit., p. 303.
114
Granet, op. cit., p. 301.
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largely by statutory law as determined by the Party Centre. This endeavour is
probably less an indication of a shift toward the Western concept of the "rule
)
of law" than a swing of the pendulum from "personal rule" (renzhi
toward "rule by law" (fazhi i*) in the traditional Chinese sense: "For a long
time we have set a high value on personal rule and disregarded rule by law." 5
"Personal rule" and "rule by law" are two poles between which political
thinking moved back and forth during the Spring and Autumn period and
during the Warring States period (eighth-third centuries B.C.), and likewise in
the P.R.C. during the first thirty years of her existence. In his article "Personal
rule and rule by law" in Renmin ribao of 26 January 1979, Wang Liming
characterizes "personal rule" by way of a quotation from the Doctrine of the
Mean (Zhongyong 41*), Ch. 20, "So long as a man lives, his policies are
maintained, but when he dies, his policies come to an end." 11 6
The old Chinese concept of "rule by law" saw the laws merely as an
instrument to exercise control and mobilize the people for endeavours of the
court. A quotation from the Guanzi f, which has been attributed to the
Legalist Guan Zhong Wirli (died 645 B.C.), may illustrate this point:
The law must give the court authority. . . .
The law must mobilize the working capacity of the people [for the benefit of
the court] . . . . The law must mobilize the talents among the people [for the
benefit of the court] . . . . The law must urge the people to give their lives [for
the court] . 11 7

Does this reasoning not resemble the following statements on the significance
of the socialist democracy which is to be consolidated through the socialist
legal system?
Only when people's democracy is developed, can the sense of responsibility of the
broad masses be strengthened, their enthusiasm and creativeness stimulated and
the process of the four modernizations advanced. 11 8

In July 1979 Peng Zhen, one of the Vice-Chairmen of the Standing Committee of the NPC, and since the end of September 1979 member of the
Politburo of the CCPCC, touched upon the meaning of the concept of the
"rule by law": "Are the laws greater or is any leading person greater? The
laws are greater!" 119
Wenbin, op. cit.
Wang Liming 4A101, "Renzhi he fazhi" i
Iiit ("Personal rule and rule by
law"), Rennin ribao, 26 January 1979; The Doctrine of the Mean, 20.2.
11 7
Guanzi, 1.3.19-20.
8
' chi nainzhuhua de shehuizhuyi fangxiang" 1IIt* LOU/ ("Grasp
„Juin
firmly the socialist orientation of democratization"), Gongren ribao, 20 January 1981.
119 "Jianquan he jiaqiang fazhi baozhang shehuizhuyi xiandaihua jianshe shunli
1 1 5 Feng
116
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The revaluation of statutory law taking place at the present time stems
from the awareness of the weakness inherent in the Party norms: they remain
all too often rooted in the fundamentally abstract and can be interpreted
quite differently in a concrete case, depending on the Party cadre who is
applying them. The ambiguity of many a Party norm is illustrated by the
example of some political norms drawn up by the Party for the penal system:
Suppression on the one hand is to be combined with leniency on the other!
The principal offenders are to be punished, but not the followers!
Magnanimity towards those admitting guilt, severity towards the obstinate!
Offset mistakes against merits, give rewards for great merits! 120

That such loosely worded political norms without additional casuistic arrangements in the form of statutory law did not ensure an orderly penal system,
has been observed by Gu Chunde:
Our Party has established a number of political norms for the penal system which
fulfill a mighty function. But they are not capable of solving completely certain
relatively concrete problems such as the question of guilt, determination of
punishment etc. For some time the line between wrongful and non-wrongful
behaviour has been vague, the definition of crimes not uniform, abnormally light
and abnormally heavy sentences are passed. Persons who ought to be prosecuted
are let go, and by the same token others who ought to be protected are roughed
up. This is very closely linked to the absence of a relatively comprehensive,
reliable criminal law and law of criminal procedure. . . . Many years of judicial
practice prove that the Party line, duality and political norms alone without
statutory law are not enough. 1 21

Wang Liming generalizes these thoughts in his above-mentioned essay on
"Personal Rule and Rule by Law":
What a man can accomplish on the basis of a high degree of consciousness can
never be achieved by reliance on laws alone. But the level of human consciousness
will always be extremely uneven. This unevenness can be evened out by statutory
Of:* titAittitttilINAfIBC -i ("The further elaboration
jinxing" ikt 2i
and consolidation of the legal system will guarantee the successful progress of socialist
modernization"), Nanfartg ribao, 29 July 1979.
12°
Jian
- -- g- Huatr. * "Shishi xin xianfa ski renmin fayuan de guangrong zhize"
3 ek Vi et ("To apply the new Constitution is the glorious duty of the
courts") Renmin ribao, 23 May 1978; Cihai, Zhengzhi falii (Shanghai, 1961), p. 73;
revised edition (Shanghai, 1978), p. 152.
1 21 Gu Chunde ?i-** , "You le zhengce hai bixu you fa" f=i itNtilZql -fi- tk ("Even
though there is a policy, there must also be a law"), Renmin ribao, 7 November 1978;
Xu Bing ti,A1.43A1 puts forward similar thoughts on the relationship between nationality
political norms of the Party and nationality laws: "Yingdang zhongshi minzu lifa"
!fookiolkrl ("We must attach importance to adopting laws about nationalities"),
Minzhu yu fazhi, No. 11, 1982, p. 9.
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law. For it ensures the general dissemination and consolidation of certain correct
actions. 122

The development of the naturally casuistic statutory law in the P.R.C. is thus
turning against "personal rule" and is to undermine the tendency toward
arbitrariness in pursuance of mere Party norms resulting therefrom. Only in
this way can an order based on stability and unity be establised and consolidated, which is in turn indispensable to realize the principal task outlined by
the present political line of the Party, "Chinese-style modernization." 123 To
be sure, within the framework of the present command structure the Party
Centre retains its sovereignty relating to the revision or reformulation of
Party norms at all times, which virtually always affects statutory law as well.
For it is not a question of bringing Party norms into line with the laws of
the state, but with the "objective inherent laws" (keguan guilii VIVRA)
operative in the concrete development of all spheres of Chinese society, the
recognition of which by the Party Centre is itself a continuous process:
Certain concrete political norms and provisions of the Party are continuously
supplemented, improved, developed in the course of practical experience. The
reason why the Party political norms are correct is that they reflect the inherent
laws (guild IQ ) of the development of things and that they are in keeping with
124
the conditions of objective reality.

With all the emphasis on the concept of "rule by law," there remains
nevertheless a trace of the old traditional personal rule at the apex of the
Party hierarchy and hence ultimately also of the Chinese state, a fact which
the Spring and Autumn Annals, attributed to Lii Biiwei M ,F* (died 235
B.C.), expresses as follows with regard to the old China: "The wise ruler
revises the laws in accordance with conditions changing over time." 125

122

Wang Liming, op. cit.

123

Liu Guangdi, 'Why Is China Striving to Wipe Out Its Deficit?" Belling Review,

No. 15, 1981, P. 22.
124 Li u peng vjm
— " `Zhengce duo bian' xi" 'OM 4 14@' Vi ("An analysis of 'policies
changing all the time' "), Guangming ribao, 28 March 1981. On the primacy of "objective
laws," see Yang Xianzhen flANAft , "Jianchi zhexue genben wenti yuanli, xuehao zhongyang gongzuo huiyi wenjian" qttli 1.M-ft idii)Zrt: ("Uphold
principle regarding the basic questions of philosophy, study well the documents of the
Centre's work conference"), Guangming ribao, 2 March 1981; Li Honglin in;t4 , , "Xin? ("What does the 'crisis of
yang weijr shuoming le shenme?" WA] ftsAfir "fri f
, "Diaocha
faith' signify?"), Renmin ribao, 11 November 1980; Yue Yunlong
yanjiu he zhiding zhengce" 4111 *Vile fIlltEtiltiz* ("Carry out investigations and research,
then establish policies"), Guangming ribao, 9 July 1981.
12 5 Lu Shi Chung iu 1.1 A: t4c, 15.3.
,
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It is noticeable in this connection that the abstract norm established by
the state or by the Party is evidently not able on its own to appeal to the
mass of people in the P.R.C. On the contrary, a person is required who gives
an exemplary demonstration of the observance of the abstract norm as a
concrete model. The belief in the power of the physical example, likewise an
element of "personal rule," is expressed in the Chinese press in sentences such
as these:
The power of the model is unlimited.'

26

The model has the greatest possible persuasive power.
Setting an example is better than talking.

127

128

Did not Confucius say to his contemporaries:
If you [addressing Ji Kangzi
, a high official in the state of Lu] begin by
setting yourself right, who will dare to deviate from the right? 129

And:
The virtue of the gentleman may be compared to the wind and that of the commoner to the weeds. The weeds under the force of the wind cannot but bend.

Of course, today it is no longer the "gentleman" (/unzi
) in the Confucian sense who, from on high, "blows over the weeds," thanks to his
inherent virtue. Today this role devolves Upon the members of the CCP:
Stalin coined the famous remark: "We, the members of the Communist Party are
people with a special nature, we have been made of a different stamp." Why does
the Communist become a special person? Precisely because nothing is special about
him, because he remains at all times a member of the working class, a member of
the working population, because he keeps in mind at all times the well-being of
the working class and the whole people, because he does not claim any privileges
and does not pursue his own private interests. When we circulate slogans such as
"Completely selfless, committed only to the common good!", "The common
good before self-interest!", "First to endure hardships!", then it relates above all
to demands directed at Party members and Party cadres. Only when Party mem-

126

Yan Qiuzhi 111, "Sixiang zhengzhi gongzuo shi yi men kexue" !Lk rlit i`ti fr
("Ideological and political work is a science"), Guangming ribao, 11 August
.

-mtg. "
,

1980.

Pk
nrt
I 27 "Tiaozheng nongye neibu bili, fazhan duozhong jingying" i
44**f1 ft ("Adjust the proportions within agriculture, develop a diversified
economy"), Renmin ribao, 17 July 1979.
128 "Dakai sixiang zhengzhi gongzuo de xin jumian" nr$11.'8.ttlitth
("Open the way to a new situation in ideological and political work"), Renmin ribao,
24 April 1979.
1 29 Analects, 12.17.
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bers and Party cadres lead the way by their personal example, can the broad
masses be united and swept along to put up a hard fight full of hardships!"

To be sure, without further action, the Party member is no more a "person
with a special nature" than formerly the "gentleman." Just as- the "gentleman"
had to cultivate himself on the basis of the Rites, certain norms have been
drawn up for this purpose especially for Party members: "The state has
statutory laws at its disposal, the Party has Party discipline at its disposal.""
Since the Fifth Plenary Session of the Eleventh CCPCC (23-29 February
1980) the "Guiding Principles for Inner Party Political Life" have been added
-

to the rules of Party discipline. This "important law of the Party"" is
supplemented by the "Regulations concerning the Life-Style of Important
Cadres." 133 In a similar fashion, there existed for example during the Tang
period (seventh-tenth centuries A.D.) a code of rituals for the emperor and
the bureaucracy; it was officially published in A.D. 732 by the same state
authority which promulgated state law, in 150 volumes. 134 The question
concerning the role of rites in the overall structure of the norms for societal
control in traditional China has recently been examined by Karl Biinger. 135
It suffices here to say that the rites, especially from the Tang period, were
further developed in the form of ritual codes promulgated by the state, but
without having lost any of their spiritual substance grounded in the Confucian books of rites—the Mail, the Zhouli Nil, and the Lifilieriawhich contained the notion that exemplary external behaviour was a manifes-

I ""Zhenzuo jingshen zhua gongzuo, xiading juexin ding mofan" Mir"! 01 3 411L
("Raise our spirits, grasp the work, adopt a resolute attitude, and act as
models"), Renmin ribao, 14 February 1981.
1 31
Li Ligu
* ang t 11 X , " Weihu' jiu ski yi fa banshi" WM'
(" 'To
protect' means dealing with matters according to law"), Gongren ribao, 8 April 1981.
1 32,‘
Guanyu dangnei zhengzhi shenghuo de ruogan zhunze"1171/11:Netttit.rAre3
FIN WI ("Some norms for political life within the Party"), Gongren ribao, 15 March
1980.
133,,
Guanyu gaoji ganbu shenghuo daiyu de ruogan guiding" Y; IK 1151i ii Al
tY-3r f frif.5: ("Some regulations for dealing with the lives of high-level cadres"), evoked
by Deng Yinggiao gots , "Banding bu yi de gaohao dangfeng"M524 -- 14Yealt-VEN.
("improve Party style resolutely and consistently") Beijing ribao, 29 March 1981.
134 Da Tang Kaiyuan Li A1* ISUbill published by TE&Cro Daig,aku TOyO Bunka
kenylisho *V( )4 1!.1107 VtiFfIEPh, Tokyo, 1972, p. 823. The term "code of rituals,"
was approved by Professor Shiga Shilz8 of the Faculty of Law, Tokyo University, in a discussion with the author in October 1980.
13S
Karl Biinger, "Die normativen Ordnungen in China und ihr Verhiltnis zueinander," Ostasienwissenschaftliche Beitritge zur Sprache, Literatur, Geschichte, Geistesgeschichte, Wirtschaft, Politik und Geographie (Wiesbaden, 1977), pp. 169-80.
-FTM , C21011111
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tation of a specific inner moral attitude. 136 This would appear to be a point
of contact between the rites and the CCP inner-Party norms imprinted on the
mind with the aid of "political-ideological work" (zhengzhi sixiang gongzuo
Ecifigi.V.,IfF), which in contrast to statutory law do not merely guide
external behaviour but in addition want to shape the inner person with his
"style of thought and work" (sixiang gongzuo zuofeng at fiF fir
To act as a model with a resolute heart means working according to the "Guiding
Principles for Inner-Party Political Life," to set right the style of thought and
work inside the Party and truly fulfill the function of a pioneering mode1. 137

For the following consideration applies:
The Party now has a correct line, correct duality and political norms. The problem
now concerns safeguarding that good [thought-, work-, political and life-] style
which ensures the implementation [of these party norms] 138 If the style of
work of the Party cadres is not correct, how can they play that exemplary role
with which they induce and guide the broad masses to carry out the Party line? 139

Members of the top strata subject to the rituals were not treated in the
same way before the law as the common people.'" The basis for this was the
system of the "Eight Considerations," grounded in the Confucian classic
Zhouli, which procured to eight groups of members of the social elite a reduction or remission of punishment inter alia for great service to the dynasty. 141
Likewise, fallible acts by Party members are often not punished by the state
courts, but first of all by inner-Party disciplinary control committees that
136
R. P. Kramers, Konfuzius—Chinas entthronter Heiliger? (Bern: Verlag Peter
Lang, 1979), p. 71; Li Jiafu 1 1 7- , Zhongguo fazhi shi 4iNith1ill4.1 (History of Chinese
Legal Institutions) (Taibei: Pan Jingyi
, 1980), p. 338; Chen Chaobi PIEVU ,
"Zhongguo faxi tedian chutan" 4
TAVJA ("Some preliminary remarks on the
peculiarities of China's legal system"), Faxue yanflu, No. 1, 1980, p. 52.
137 Editorial cited, Renmin ribao, 14 February 1981.
138 According to Huang Kecheng's ikAllA definition of the term "dangfeng" ( %gig.
"Party style") in Renmin ribao, 28 February 1981.
139..
Dangfeng wenti shi youguan dang de shengsi cunwang de wenti" N.ItlfilJt*
NIAttf3t3t #ELtrILIVA
("The problem of Party style is a matter of life and death, survival
or oblivion for the Party"), Renmin ribao editorial, 9 March 1981.
14°
Shiga
l Shuz
- 6, Yakuchu Nihon ritsu-ryo (5), To-ritsu sogi fI1 Fl *fit 47 •H
FX
AA (Annotated Translations of the Japanese Penal and Administrative Codes, Part 5,
Tang (Tokyo: TOkyOdOshuppan, 1979), 1.65.
141, Ba
A A11, • Zhongguo gudai ban'an bed li i431111AttliflICAMI (A hundred
examples of cases from ancient China) (Beijing: Zhorigguo shehui kexue chubanshe
41111itt4, flak irt, 1980), p. 40; Chen Yishi
"Li bu xia thuren, xing bu shang
daifie
M bian" 11114 - -F A f1.1.4_E.)-k'
("The rites do not extent down to the common people; punishments do not reach as far as the officials"), Faxue yanfiu, No. 1,
1981, p. 53. (The reference is to the Li/i.)
-

4
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impose inner-Party disciplinary punishments." 2 Zhao Wenfu, a delegate to the
Fifth National People's Congress, criticizes this special invulnerability to
punishment of certain Party officials when he alludes to a passage in the Book
-

of Rites (Liji):

In the past there was a formulation which read: "Punishments do not reach as far
as the officials" (xing bu shang daifu IF 114 _h)c* ); today we can apply to certain
districts [the formulation] : "Punishments do not reach as far as the leading
[Party] cadres" (xing bu shang lingdao ganbu _EAIXittg5).14 3

The case against the "Gang of Four" was seen as a turning point in the P.R.C.
with regard to equal treatment of all citizens before the law. Never before
have such high former Party cadres been called to account by a state court,
albeit specially appointed. 144 But it is noteworthy that it was emphasized
precisely in connection with this case that the state criminal laws did not
apply to mistakes committed exclusively in the sphere of the Party political
line or other Party norms.

VI. CONCLUSION

At the apex of this pyramid of norms shaped in the P.R.C. by the Party
Centre and the highest national legislator stands the Party political line. It
circumscribes the principal task to be achieved by the CCP and the Chinese
people under its leadership during the specific stage of development of
Chinese society.
"In our state the Party leads everything," emphasizes Zhang Youyu,
deputy chairman of the Legal Committee of the Standing Committee of the
142 See for instance, "Wei fuqin ban sangshi da gao mixin, Shen Baoshu shoudao
dangji chufen" MN* * - 1?Citia ill* 1 'Ng *e. 4% '/)- ("Flagrant superstition in
organizing a funeral for a father; Shen Baoshu is punished according to Party discipline"),
Gongren ribao, 8 April 1981; "Wuru nil jiaoshi de ren shoudao /A- liknibfri A 1,s
("The person who humiliated a female teacher receives punishment"), Zhongguo
qingnian boo 'fl Of It- , 8 January 1981.
143 "Yi fa ban shi yi fa zhi guo—quanguo Renda daibiao Qiao Xiaoguang, Hu Lijiao,
tn
N. 1,4 *RA
Zhao Wenfu tan xin xianfa"
CPA ("Dealing with matters through the law, and running the country through the
law— Qiao Xiaoguang, Hu Lijiao, Zhao Wenfu, delegates to the National People's Congress, talk about the new Constitution"), Renmin ribao, 4 December 1982, p. 2.
144 "Shehuizhuyi fazhi de weida shengli" *t* St &it IY301t A Will ("A great victory
for socialist legality"), Zhongguo fazhi boo, editorial, 30 January 1981; "Dui renmin
fuze, dui lishi flue" ft Alt Ot . *("We are responsible to the people, and to
history"), Jiefan,giun boo, 12 November 1980, reprinted in Wen hui boo SOK 01,1 , 13
November 1980.
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NPC and vice-president of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, co-author
of the book Talks Regarding Basic Knowledge of Law, in an interview granted
to the Chinese Legal Gazette.'" According to Xiao Weiyun of the Law
Faculty of Beijing University, "The state has to implement without exception
the line, the duality norms, and the political norms of the Party in the development of the legal system and in the work in the judicial sector. „146
In the P.R.C. statutory law thus does not serve the function of an autonomous force for shaping the social order, independent of the CCP Party
norms. It serves rather as a vehicle for making casuistic elaborations to Party
norms and their translation into guiding principles which are compulsory for
all citizens of the P.R.C. The basic orientation and value judgements are made
by the Party Centre in the form of Party norms, and not by the national legislator. A substantial change in the paramount importance of the Party norms
is not apparent at present, since the contemplated withdrawal of the Party
from the domain of executive work, especially in the governmental sphere, is,
after all, coupled with renewed stress on the task of the supervision and
implementation of Party norms, which has recently been regarded as the
Party's essential task. Much as traditional conceptions may continue to
operate in the sphere of CCP Party norms as well as in the statutory law of
the P.R.C., there is nevertheless no parallel to be found in Chinese history for
the duality of two supreme official normative authorities, one of which—the
Party Centre—dominates the other—the national legislator.' 47

I45 "Chengji xianzhu, qiantu leguan—Zhang Youyu tongzhi tan fazhi jianshe” FX*
NO 411it *IN At:04141-:AlKlilittia ("Achievements are primary, and the future
gives rise to optimism—Comrade Zhang Youyu talks about building a legal system"),
Zhongguo fazhi boo, 3 July 1981.
',lit
I 46 Xiao Weiyun
L , "Jiaqiang clang dui fazhi gongzuo de lingdao" /in 4§
r:
3 * ("Strengthen the Party's leadership of work on the legal system"), in Jiaqiang
shehuizhuyi fazhi jianghua n
* St tk 1,1) riX (Talks on strengthening the legal
system under socialism) (Guangdong: Guangdong renmin chubanshe, 1979), p. 95.
147
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